I believe that Rutland doesn't have an effective county council and the county should be incorporated in to either
Stamford or Leicester. Big savings could be made by removing this layer of local government. Rutland is growing by the
week and the council doesn't have the expertise or the finances to maintain, let alone improve the area.
However, as that will never happen, the reasons why I believe we need two county councillors to represent the Parish of
Barleythorpe and why Barleythorpe should be treated as a separate ward from Oakham North West are listed below.
ELECTORAL EQUALITY
Electorate at Dec 2016 for Oakham NW including Barleythorpe was 3432 with two councillors, currently the largest ward
in the county. Uppingham has 3038 and three councillors. Ketton 2255, two councillors. Normanton 2420, two
councillors.
The parish of Barleythorpe within Oakham NW is growing. The 1096 home development in Barleythorpe has increased in
size to now include 161 houses on Hawksmead Park (land originally allocated for business use), 167 flats for the
continuing care retirement community, 14 houses on Barleythorpe Hall site, and 43 retirement flats at Lonsdale Park =
1490 homes. An average of two electors per house means around 2980 people will be living in Barleythorpe alone.
In addition to the current major development in Barleythorpe, there are 8 more areas in Barleythorpe under consideration
for development within the Oakham neighbourhood plan.
COMMUNITY IDENTITY, BARLEYTHORPE PARISH
Transport links:
We have some bus links to Oakham, Melton and Stamford.
Community groups:
Residents of old and new Barleythorpe have got together and a parish council has been formed. This is starting to give a
community feel to incoming and existing villagers. An online group of 245 Barleythorpe residents are using
Nextdoor.co.uk, a private social network for neighbours to communicate.
Facilities:
Two supermarkets
Petrol station with small shop
Rutland County Showground home to an annual agricultural show, Oakham Rugby Club and the Oakham Rotary Club
fireworks display in November. It is also rented out for various paid admission events.
Oakham football club uses land at the back of old Barleythorpe Hall.
Some administrative business units have been created on the old college site opposite Barleythorpe Hall.
No medical facilities
No primary school
No village hall/community centre
There was a shocking error by Rutland County council in 2015 when it lost £1.8m of £6.680m S106 funding for the
Barleythorpe development. Although the Chief Executive promised in a letter to the local paper that "residents would not
be left without" in Barleythorpe, the remaining monies were put into CIL and used elsewhere, so nothing available for
essential facilities.
Issues binding the community:
Creating a community
Identifiable boundaries:
The railway line and bridge between Barleythorpe and Oakham, Lands End Way and Barleythorpe Brook as shown on
the Barleythorpe Parish map create a strong boundary.
Effective local government:
I believe the proposed ward of Oakham NW that includes Barleythorpe parish will be too large to be represented
effectively with only two county councillors. We either need three in total or for the area south of Cold Overton Road to
be incorporated into Oakham SW, so Barleythorpe has two councillors.
There is a danger that Barleythorpe will become a dormitory new town like Longford Park, Oxon, Kingsmere, Bicester or
Windsor Park, Buckinghamshire with no money available for investment.
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reviews
RESPONSE TO THE BOUNDARY COMMISSION REVIEW FOR RUTLAND REGARDING
BARLEYTHORPE

Barleythorpe is seeing the largest development that has ever taken place in Rutland with the numbers of electors
set to increase by several hundred a year over the next few years. The number of electors is such that two County
Councillors are justified and required to give electoral equality. Barleythorpe has always had its own identity,
separate from Oakham, and the population was, until recently, too small to justify a Parish Council. Both residents of
the original village and those on the new developments responded strongly to retain the identity of Barleythorpe
and for the formation of a Barleythorpe Parish Council as part of a Local Governance Review carried out in 2016 by
Rutland County Council.. We did not want to become part of Oakham and now have a Parish Council working for us
which was established on 1st April 2017. Barleythorpe has particular issues, such as provision of a Primary School,
which would be best represented to RCC by two County Councillors who would be entirely focussed on ensuring the
best outcome for our community.
Our parish boundary is easily understood since parts were redrawn to simplify the situation in 2017 by RCC. This
means it makes perfect sense for this to be used as the new ward boundary so as to help retain our identity. The
ward boundaries in Oakham do not correspond to any communities with a unique identity and these should be
further adjusted, if necessary, to meet acceptable numbers per councillor.
Our new Parish Council has worked hard to establish itself and work together with RCC for the benefit of the
community. Two County Councillors working with the Parish Council and strongly representing our issues within RCC
makes the connections easy for us to understand and surely more effective. Hopefully the Commission
willreconsider its proposals in order for us to have clear representation for the Barleythorpe community.
Regards
John Borrowman
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Paul Dewis
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reviews
Rutland county councillors review

Dear Sir/Madam.
I am writing this email to say I am in support of Barleythorpe having 2 councillors on Rutland council when the
review takes place.
This is because of the amount of people who will be living in Barleythorpe when the development ends will only be
fairly represented by having 2 councillors.
Thanks.
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Ken Forrest
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reviews
Electoral boundaries for Barleythorpe

Dear Review Officer
I am writing in response to the Boundary Commissions decision not to accept the proposal by
Rutland County Council that Barleythorpe Parish should be recognised as an electoral ward and elect two councillors
to represent the residents.
As a resident in Barleythorpe ( and previously Oakham) it is clear to me that the Parish, based on the original village,
has it’s own identity, with clearly defined boundaries and is not seen as part of Oakham North West. The recently
formed Parish Council is working hard with local residents ( both old and new) to develop a sense of community and
identify new needs as they arise.As you will know the majority of residents are moving to the Parish as houses are
completed and will go on doing so for some years to come, increasing the number of households to a comparable
size to other wards.
It is important that the needs of such an expanding and comparatively new area should be well represented on the
County Council and one councillor within an enlarged Oakham North West ward would have difficulty in fulfilling
such a role.
Barleythorpe has distinct issues to address, such as a possible new primary school as more young families move in;
the needs of older people as special housing is built and the provision of suitable transport.
I hope you will reconsider your decision taking into account the views of the elected County Councillors and the
people who actually live in Barleythorpe who do not consider themselves as part of Oakham North West, but rather
part of an enlarged older village.
Your’s sincerely,
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Margaret Gilman
03 February 2018 16:12
reviews
Barleythorpe Parish Boundary and Councillors

Dear Sir/Madam,
I have been keeping an eye for several years now on the proposed Boundary Changes in Oakham and the number of
properties in Barleythorpe.
Owing to the fact that Barleythorpe has expanded by a colossal percentage recently and continues to do so, the
residents of Barleythorpe do not wish to become part of Oakham. We have our own identity and a new, industrious
Parish Council. We need to retain the right to exercise whatever powers are available to us in order to do precisely
what we wish with our own precept. The village has grown so rapidly so quickly and there is now a definite need for
an extra County Councillor to protect our rights and have more voting clout.
I ask in the strongest terms that we be allocated two Councillors to fulfil our needs. We have been ridden over rough
shod for far too long. Nobody in the village wanted any of the new properties. No other Rutland village has been
treated with such disdain by RCC. Nobody wanted the college (which didn’t reign long) the football pitches, with
their incessant noise and floodlighting or the impending Business Park with its cheap and nasty signs along the main
road at the entrance to Barleythorpe Hall.
Yours sincerely,
Margaret Gilman.
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robert gilman
03 February 2018 17:18
reviews
Rutland electoral boundary review

From Robert Kenneth Gilman,
Sir, with reference to the above review I must urge you to support the opinion of the R C C regarding the
appointment of two Councillors for Barleythorpe.
Over the past 15 years the profile of the village has altered beyond recognition due to a huge expansion in house
building resulting in a large population increase.
The needs and aspirations of the 'new' village are now disparate from the rest of the local area and need specific
treatment and consideration.
So far as I can ascertain from the regulations and criteria pertaining to this matter, I can see no reason why two
Councillors cannot be appointed to serve Barleythorpe. I would ask for your favorable consideration to this request.
Sincerely. R.K. Gilman
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Linda Johnson
08 February 2018 10:28
reviews
Barleythorpe Parish Council

We are writing to support the Barleythorpe Parish Councillors view that TWO parish councillors only are required.
We are writing this purely as residents in the Barleythorpe Parish Council area. We have lived here for 5 years, we
were one of the first to move into the new build area. Although the new Parish Council was only established in April
2017 it is very effective. The "temporary" Parish Councillors, working in conjunction with County Councillors have
made sensible and democratic decisions and we have definately not seen any conflict of interests, in fact in a very
short period of time some big improvements have been made in both the new and older established areas. For
instance, now sleepy little old Barleythorpe has been "invaded" by new homes and residents there has been a major
increase in traffic. The Parish Council has succeeded in the provision of new pedestrian crossings on the
Barleythorpe Road which runs straight through the centre of the old Barleythorpe village, etc,etc. They have also
been very effective at persuading the "not too helpful" main builders and land owners in the area to intall hard
surface pedestrian paths to make walking to school and to the local bus stop much easier and used by many people
every day. They have also funded and provided new Parish Notice Boards and are arranging for dog litter bins, very
important to local residents.
Whilst the above paragraph does not have much direct relevance to yourselves at the boundary commission in
decision making we thought it would give you an insight into how well the new Parish Councillors, working alongside
County Councillors are doing in such a short time. The new Parish Council is working very well indeed and we have
great confidence in them. They are intelligent and approachable people working diligently on behalf of Barleythorpe
residents, established and new. We have read their full submission to you including all the data on new home
number, boundaries etc. and totally agree with their request.
We feel that as the creation of a new ward of Barleythorpe represented by TWO Councillors seems to meet all the
criteria set out by the Boundary Commission we would both like to support this.
Yours sincerely

Linda and John Johnson.
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Linda Johnson
08 February 2018 10:28
reviews
Barleythorpe Parish Council

We are writing to support the Barleythorpe Parish Councillors view that TWO parish councillors only are required.
We are writing this purely as residents in the Barleythorpe Parish Council area. We have lived here for 5 years, we
were one of the first to move into the new build area. Although the new Parish Council was only established in April
2017 it is very effective. The "temporary" Parish Councillors, working in conjunction with County Councillors have
made sensible and democratic decisions and we have definately not seen any conflict of interests, in fact in a very
short period of time some big improvements have been made in both the new and older established areas. For
instance, now sleepy little old Barleythorpe has been "invaded" by new homes and residents there has been a major
increase in traffic. The Parish Council has succeeded in the provision of new pedestrian crossings on the
Barleythorpe Road which runs straight through the centre of the old Barleythorpe village, etc,etc. They have also
been very effective at persuading the "not too helpful" main builders and land owners in the area to intall hard
surface pedestrian paths to make walking to school and to the local bus stop much easier and used by many people
every day. They have also funded and provided new Parish Notice Boards and are arranging for dog litter bins, very
important to local residents.
Whilst the above paragraph does not have much direct relevance to yourselves at the boundary commission in
decision making we thought it would give you an insight into how well the new Parish Councillors, working alongside
County Councillors are doing in such a short time. The new Parish Council is working very well indeed and we have
great confidence in them. They are intelligent and approachable people working diligently on behalf of Barleythorpe
residents, established and new. We have read their full submission to you including all the data on new home
number, boundaries etc. and totally agree with their request.
We feel that as the creation of a new ward of Barleythorpe represented by TWO Councillors seems to meet all the
criteria set out by the Boundary Commission we would both like to support this.
Yours sincerely

Linda and John Johnson.
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Christopher Marsland
05 February 2018 11:05
reviews
Review for Rutland

Good morning
I wish to respond to your proposals with particular reference to Barleythorpe. I do not feel that the commission has
taken full account of the identity of Barleythorpe given the strength of feeling expressed in 2016 when Rutland
County Council carried out a Local Governance Review. The residents of Barleythorpe did not want, in effect, to
become part of Oakham and were successful in ensuring we would have our own Parish Council to look after our
interests. Our community is expanding rapidly and has particular problems relating to facilities including Primary
Education, social spaces and GP provision. Making Barleythorpe a ward in itself with two County Councillors would
mean that they could concentrate on workng together with the Parish Council and RCC to further our case. This
would give residents a very clear picture of how they are represented and their interests pursued. Our parish
boundary was redrawn in 2017 to make things very clear. With around 1000 houses in total being built in
Barleythorpe the number of electors will surely justify having two County Councillors in our own right. An
organisation known as The Barleythorpe Community Trust has also been set up to further the interests of
Barleythorpe residents which is further evidence that we consider ourselves to have a separate identity from
Oakham.
I hope the commission will reconsider its proposals.
Lucy Marsland
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Susan Percival
11 February 2018 08:13
reviews
Rutland Electoral Boundary Review

We are writing in support of 2 elected councillors for the new ward of Barleythorpe, primarily due to the
overwhelming requirement for electoral equality.
Barleythorpe has a projected elector number of 2082 by 2023, equating to 1041 per councillor, based on 2
councillors. However there is now another planning proposal for a FURTHER 161 homes, not included in the above
figures. In the light of the current political climate, and the Prime Ministers personal pledge ,this is likely to be given
planning permission in our view.
Further, there is other fallow land available and, in our view, it is likely that further substantial development plans
for residential homes will follow, way before 2023.
If electoral equality is important, and we believe that it is, then we ask the review to ensure that 2 councillors are
elected to represent our new community. With just this one further application for residential development the
elector number would move to 1191 per councillor with 2 councillors, a variance of plus 2%.
This community is largely made up of brand new developments, with its particular and unique issues, including the
provision of local education for the growing number of new young families moving to Barleythorpe. The proposal for
our own PCC was strongly backed and, we believe that the community has its own developing identity, quite
separate from the town of Oakham. We have not moved to a town; we have moved to a new village. We need
dedicated councillors who can be identified and held to account for our interests.
Our boundaries are clearly defined. We have a green boundary towards Oakham, and other boundaries are defined
by roads. Ask any taxi driver or postman..." up Barleythorpe way" they say.
Yours sincerely
Richard and Susan Percival.
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Ella Peters
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reviews
Response to the Boundary Commission review for Rutland

Dear Sir/Madam,
Barleythorpe is seeing the largest development that has ever taken place in Rutland with the numbers of electors
set to increase by several hundred a year over the next few years. The number of electors is such that two County
Councillors are justified and required to give electoral equality.
Barleythorpe has always had its own identity, separate from Oakham, and the poplulation was, until recently, too
small to justify a Parish Council. Both residents of the original village and those on the new developments responded
strongly to retain the identity of Barleythorpe and for the formation of a Barleythorpe Parish Council as part of a
Local Governance Review carried out in 2016 by Rutland County Council. We did not want to become part of
Oakham and now have a Parish Council working for us which was established on 1st April 2017. We have particular
issues, such as a provision of a Primary School, which would be best represented to RCC by two County Councillors
who would be entirely focussed on ensuring the best outcome for the community.
Our new Parish Council has worked hard to establish itself and work together with RCC for the benefit of the
community. Two County Councillors working with the Parish Council and strongly representing our issues within RCC
makes the connections easy for us to understand and surely more effective.
We hope the commission will reconsider its proposals in order for us to have clear representation for the
Barleythorpe community.
Yours sincerely,
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reviews
Rutland County Council and Barleythorpe Ward

Historically, Barleythorpe has consisted of a small number of houses until a few years ago when a large number of new properties began
to be built. Then it existed in 2 parts - Old and New Barleythorpe. Less than 2 years ago the residents elected to form a united
Barleythorpe Parish Council.
When consulted by Rutland County Council there was overwhelming support for creating a single Barleythorpe identity rather than
being subsumed into Oakham.
The development goes on and permission has been granted to build another 161 properties. There are also plans for a Residential
Nursing and sheltered accommodation as well as industrial development. In addition, a number of small parcels of land still open for
planning.
This raises the number of residents even higher and should be represented by 2 Councillors.
Not to give the residents their own Councillors flies in the face of the will of the residents of Barleythorpe.
The fact that Rutland County Council backs this is testament to the fact they know how important this independence is to the
Barleythorpe community as a whole.
I have been a resident of Barleythorpe since 2000 and endorse the recommendation of Rutland County Council for 2 dedicated
councillors.
Mrs V Plummer
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reviews
Rutland Electoral Boundaries Review

Dear Sir,
As residents of the Barleythorpe parish in Rutland, we would like you to consider treating it as a separate
community from Oakham when allocating County Councillors. Barleythorpe became a separate parish, with its own
parish council on the 1st April 2017. This is well supported by both the residents of the original hamlet and those
within the new housing development,
Over the past few years, Barleythorpe has grown from a small hamlet to a large residential area and is still under
development; by 2023 there are expected to be over 2000 residents within the parish boundary, on the electoral
roll, which would merit two County Councillors.
As a separate parish, Barleythorpe should have its own representatives on the parish council and not be “lumped in”
with a part of Oakham (NW) where our voice will not be heard for local issues.
We urge you to consider these points when making your decisions.
Yours faithfully,
Keith & Julia Primarolo
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18th February 2018
Dear Sirs
Response to the Boundary Review Commission for Rutland
Further to seeing your proposals for the above we feel it is imperative
that Barleythorpe has 2 representatives on Rutland County Council.
Barleythorpe has expanded rapidly in the past few years and is continuing
to do so. There is still a large area earmarked for new housing as well as
retirement properties due to commence shortly. The residents of
Barleythorpe voted to be separate from Oakham and following on from
that we have an excellent Parish Council as from 1st April 2017 but we
now need 2 County Councillors to represent the pressing issues such as a
new primary school for the area.
We hope the Commission will reconsider its proposals so that the
Barleythorpe community can have proper representation.
Yours faithfully
Adrian and Sandra Rhodes
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reviews;
Response to The Boundary Commission Review For Rutland

I believe that Barleythorpe Parish Council should be represented by two councillors for the following
reasons:
The developments within the parish continue to grow and the electorate will rapidly require maximum
representation.
Recognition that the parish deserves two councillors will help to consolidate the position and importance of
Barleythorpe within the structure of Rutland.
The establishment of this new parish has already generated enthusiasm and support by its members. Give
it the maximum opportunity to mature and succeed.
Jeff Walklate
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reviews
Rutland Boundary Review

From
We are writing to strongly object to The Boundary Commissions recommendation that Barleythorpe
has 1 County Council but rather we are in support of 2 elected councillors for the new ward of
Barleythorpe, primarily due to the overwhelming requirement for electoral equality.
Barleythorpe has a projected elector number of 2082 by 2023, equating to 1041 per councillor,
based on 2 councillors. However there is now another planning proposal for a further 161 homes,
not included in the above figures, which in all probability will be passed under the current
government planning ethos. With this one further application for residential development the
elector number would move to 1191 per councillor with 2 councillors, a variance of plus 2%.
Electoral equality is important and with the unique problems a new Parish Council undertakes then
we ask the review to ensure that 2 councillors are elected to represent our new community.
This community is largely made up of brand new developments and with this brings its own
particular and unique issues, including, sadly, the lack of provision for local education for the
growing number of new young families moving to Barleythorpe.
The proposal for our own PCC was strongly backed and, we believe that the community has its own
developing identity, quite separate from the town of Oakham. We need dedicated councillors who
can be identified and held to account for our community.
Yours sincerely

Sent from my iPhone
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ALAN WESTLAKE
16 February 2018 14:13
reviews
Rutland Electoral Boundaries Review

Dear Sir / Madam
I write to register my support for Barleythorpe Parish within Rutland should be able to return two
elected County Councillors to sit on Rutland County Council
My evidence for supporting the proposal is based on:Electoral equality
The population of Barleythorpe is predicted, by 2023, when the proposals come into force, to be
around 2,400 which is sufficient to justify two County Councillors who will be able to represent
strongly the particular issues facing the ever growing Barleythorpe community.
Community interest and identity
In 2016 there was very strong support from residents for Barleythorpe to have its own Parish
Council rather than to be absorbed into Oakham.
This support recognised that Barleythorpe had its own identity and unique set of issues to be
resolved. Two County Councillors specifically elected to serve the interests of the Barleythorpe
Community is the best way to ensure strong representation.
Barleythorpe has it's own particular issues as an immersing community, such as the provision of
Primary Schools places within walking distance of homes, local shops and community facilities,
medical, dental and child care.
Easily identifiable boundaries
In April 2017 the Barleythorpe Parish Boundary was adjusted in places in order to make the
boundary easily identifiable and avoid confusion with Oakham. This makes the choice of the
Parish boundary as a ward boundary a logical decision.
Effective and convenient local government
The new Barleythorpe Parish Council is already working to build an effective working relationship
with Rutland County Council and two County Councillors specifically for Barleythorpe would serve
to enhance this and provide, clear, convenient governance.
I hope that the Commission will reconsider its proposals in order for the residents of Barleythorpe
to have a dedicated representation for the community.

Yours faithfully
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Debs Williamson
18 February 2018 20:40
reviews
Response to the Boundary Commission Review for Rutland

18th February 2018
Dear Sir/Madam
Barleythorpe is becoming one of the largest developments in Rutland with the number of people expected
to increase by several hundred a year over the next few years.
With this in mind, as an elector, I believe that two County Councillors are required and justified to give
electoral equality.
Barleythorpe has always been separate from Oakham, and the population was, until recently, too small to
justify a Parish Council. Both residents of the original village and those on the new housing developments
responded strongly to retain the identity of Barleythorpe and for the formation of a Barleythorpe Parish
Council. We did not want to become part of Oakham and now have a Parish Council working on our behalf
which was established in 2017. We have specific issues, such as providing a Primary School, which would
be best represented to RCC by two County Councillors who would be totally focussed on ensuring the best
outcome for everybody in our community.
Parts of our parish boundary were redrawn to simplify the situation in 2017 by RCC. Therefore it makes
perfect sense for this to be used as the new ward boundary in order to retain our identity.
Our new Parish Council has worked hard to establish itself and work together with RCC for the benefit of
the community. Two County Councillors working with the Parish Council and strongly representing our
concerns within RCC would surely be more effective.
We hope the Commission will reconsider its proposals in order for us to have clear representation for the
residents of Barleythorpe.
Yours faithfully
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